Summer 2017 Construction Projects
http://arcg.is/1WrWWf

1- A Lot Pavement Repair
Full reconstruction of center 4 bays of parking lot.
Construction will take place 2 bays at a time for 6 weeks.
Construction beginning at the end of June

2- Forest Home Drive Closure
Road closed indefinitely
Work ongoing to stabilize the gorge slope

3- AD White Driveway Pavement Repair
Repaving of driveway
Construction will take 1-2 weeks
Construction times will be coordinated with AD White managers

4- Garden Ave Repaving
Mill and repave Garden Ave from Tower Rd to Kinzelberg Hall
One lane will remain open with flaggers
Construction will take 2 weeks beginning in July

5- Alumni Fields Parking Repaving
Mill and repave parking lot
Construction to take 1 week beginning in July

6- Peterson Green Parking Lot Construction
Full reconstruction and conversion of parking lot to a green parking demonstration site.
Lot will be closed all summer

7- Sage Accessible Parking Improvements
Various accessibility improvements to the Sage Parking lot.
Construction will begin in July

8- Schoellkopf Physical Therapy Parking Repair
Mill and repave parking lot and north entrance to Hoy Garage.
Project will take 2-3 days.
Construction will begin in July

9- Lynah Rink Roof Repair
Roof repair with staging in the Weill loading dock parking area. Project will also impact walking routes.
Construction will continue through September

10- Hot Water Line Replacement
Construction will impact the parking lot east of Bartels Hall.
Construction will continue through the end of July

11- Wilson Lab Parking Improvements
Project includes reorientation of parking spaces, construction of curb along Campus Rd, and installation of a raised crosswalk at Wilson Lab. Construction will take 6 weeks beginning in July

12- Stewart Ave Bridge Repainting
Sandblasting and repainting of Stewart Ave Bridge. Bridge will be closed to vehicular traffic (open to cyclists and pedestrians) from July through September

13- Dryden Road Construction
Utility work and site construction along Dryden Rd.
Road closed intermittently through July

14- Game Farm Bridge Replacement
Replacement of bridge over Cascadilla Creek and repaving a portion of Game Farm Rd. Game Farm Rd will be closed to through-traffic from July to November

15- College Ave Gas Replacement
NYSEG gas line replacement. One lane will remain open with flaggers for TCAT routes, but other drivers will be encouraged to detour around project.
Construction will continue through September